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through transformative technology services.
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A message from our CEO

At Ensono, our core business is technology solutions. We offer mainframe-to-cloud
support, around the clock and around the globe. Our purpose is to be a relentless
ally, disrupting the status quo and enabling our clients to do great things. Part of
that purpose is operating in a way that betters the world around us. To achieve this,
sustainability initiatives that will:
Reduce our environmental impact
Foster ongoing associate inclusion, feedback, and development
Maintain robust governance and data security practices
We believe that investing in these areas makes us a stronger employer and a better
corporate citizen. Here are some highlights:

The environment
Our goal is to become a net-zero company before 2050. It will not happen overnight,
but we are already making operational changes that reduce our waste, water and
power usage. In 2020, we reduced U.S. data center energy use by eight percent, and
previously moved to close five data centers that were not operating at full utilization.

Social responsibility
Innovative career and professional development programs are designed to bring
in new talent and develop our associates. We are actively working to increase
representation of females and minorities in our workforce and provide ongoing
associate training on diversity and inclusion.
One example is our Mainframe Academy, an internal summer internship program that
develops mainframe skills among college-aged students. This program was recently
expanded to include mid-career associates from diverse backgrounds. STEAM initiatives
in the U.S. and the UK target low-income high school and college students from diverse
backgrounds, and promote interest in future technology jobs. These efforts and many
others are part of our commitment to creating a diverse and inclusive workforce.

Jeff VonDeylen
Chief Executive Officer, Ensono

Governance
Last, but not least, our Code of Conduct, data privacy, and security policies and
controls are essential to building trusted client relationships. We take this seriously,
with broad and targeted training programs for our associates, board and committee
level oversights, technology and risk leadership committees and various third-party
audits that together create high standards for excellence both internally and externally.
As you can see, our ESG initiatives are about building a better company for our clients,
our partners, and our team members. With your support, the future is ours to shape.
Sincerely,
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COMPANY

OVERVIEW

Ensono helps IT leaders be the catalyst for change by delivering hybrid services
and systems that matter most to their businesses. We empower clients in various
industries to achieve business outcomes through purpose-built, workload-optimized
technology solutions. Our expertise is entirely focused on your business success.
We are consistent in our approach, valuable in outcome and enduring in impact.
We are certified experts in AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud, and we were recognized
as a Microsoft Datacenter Transformation Partner of the Year.
Ensono’s cutting-edge technology and passionate
team have allowed us to build an international
client base of more than 220 businesses.
We focus on being a true ally to our clients—
driving adaptability and innovation, and working
with clients to respond to any regulatory, financial,
and societal change while maintaining reliability.
We offer a variety of technological solutions,
including application optimization, mainframe
modernization, data center consolidation,
and platform transformation, and we provide
corresponding management services through
consulting and hybrid-cloud assistance.

2021 accolades
We were recognized on the following lists in
2021 for our innovative work as a Managed

2021 CRN MSP 500
Elite 150 List

Inc. 5000 Regionals: 2021
#126 Midwest Region

With our recent acquisition by KKR, a leading
global investment firm, we have more resources
than ever to enable our clients to achieve better
outcomes, faster. Headquartered in Greater
Chicago, Ensono includes over 2,800 associates
around the globe to help businesses evolve to
meet the needs of an ever-changing world.

#104 on the Crain’s
Privately Held Companies List

#3 on Channel Futures’
MSP 501

#18 on Channel E2E
Top 250 Public Cloud MSPs

#94 on the 2021 CRN
Solution Provider 500 List
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As we learned to adjust our business during the
health and safety of our associates remains the top
priority. Our leadership team met daily to adapt to
the changing situation, and we established a task
force to communicate our approach, protect our
associates, and support our business.
Managers increased meetings with their teams to
monitor well-being and check that our workforce
had the tools to be successful when working from
home. We provided education for associates to
safely utilize mandated internal devices, and we
updated our global support model to respond
in the event of an associate’s serious illness.
As part of our efforts to review and respond to
evolving conditions, we have also performed a risk
assessment and built an accessible dashboard
to share pandemic and business health statistics
with our leadership.

At our facilities, we have instituted wellness scans
for anyone entering our data centers, and we follow
all regional safety mandates. While our global
offices are not yet fully open, we will continue to
monitor conditions and guidance from the Centers
for Disease Control and World Health Organization
to evaluate options to allow associates to return
to our offices. Due to the agility and flexibility of
our teams, Ensono continues to mitigate risks
to health and safety while delivering high-quality
services for our clients.

Our model of adaptation ultimately enabled
Ensono to continue to serve our clients without
business interruption. Throughout the pandemic,
our client services teams have maintained close
contact with all of our users to provide increased
support. We have assisted clients in adjusting to
a work-from-home lifestyle, reprioritized internal
work to focus on those in need of additional
information technology services, and informed
our clients of our practices during the pandemic.
Our supply chain function has also examined
availability of products and adjusted our strategy
as necessary. Our teams continue to share
the status of Ensono’s global operations and
emphasize open communication.
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ESG is an essential part of Ensono’s
sustainability journey
As part of our sustainability journey, Ensono
has undertaken a process to identify our most
important ESG topics in order to inform our
sustainability initiatives. We are currently in
the process of prioritizing our management
approaches, policies, and goals around the ESG
topics listed below, with the ambition of eventually
setting a net-zero goal for our company.

The purpose of this report is to share Ensono’s
current ESG practices and approaches with our
stakeholders as we deepen our commitment to
sustainability and continue to be a responsible
corporate citizen. Our ESG mission statement puts
it simply: “Ensono is committed to incorporating
ESG principles to deliver transformative
technology solutions and do great things for our
clients, associates, and the communities where
we live and work. We believe in being an ally for
better business—working together to make better
happen faster.”

ES G M I S S I O N STAT EM EN T

Ensono is committed to incorporating ESG principles to
deliver transformative technology solutions and do great
things for our clients, associates, and the communities where
we live and work. We believe in being an ally for better
business—working together to make better happen faster.
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OUR ESG PRIORITIES:

ENVIRONMENTAL

At Ensono, we strive to be responsible stewards of
the environment while maintaining reliability for our
clients. To minimize our environmental impacts,
we efficiently manage our resource consumption
and reduce our energy usage throughout our
facilities. We proactively pursue opportunities
for energy usage improvement at both our data
centers and our offices, and we continue to evolve
our approach by enhancing our environmental
impact through better data collection and
incorporating advanced technology into our
day-to-day energy management processes.

Energy consumption
Ensono aims to limit our contribution to climate
change by proactively improving efficiency in
our data centers, which can consume significant
amounts of energy and represent the main
sources of our emissions. Our Vice President,
Global Capacity Planning and Data Center
Operations, leads the global management of
our data centers and supervises facilities and
hardware services. We manage the entire facilities
of four data centers in the U.S., and we collaborate
with third parties to support operations for our
other data centers across the globe.

As an MSP, Ensono leverages shared resources
for our clients to drive greater efficiency in
IT management. Rather than running their IT
systems separately, companies can centralize
their data with Ensono to enable a lower collective
environmental footprint. We continue to serve
our clients with operational efficiency by sharing
technology within our data centers and reducing
their overall energy consumption.
Within our data centers, improving energy
efficiency is a priority for Ensono. By retrofitting
older systems with energy-efficient equipment,
optimizing technology configurations, and
leveraging ambient air temperature, we are able
to reduce our overall environmental impact. For
example, to maximize the efficiency of our cooling
systems, we monitor the transfer of heat and the
locations of equipment in order to facilitate air
flow. Updates at multiple sites include outside
air economization, which lowers temperatures
at data centers without mechanical cooling
during cooler times of the year. In addition, we
can limit unnecessary demand on cooling units
by understanding changing needs and adjusting
supply to meet demand. Across various sites, we
have installed new building management systems
that automate and improve operations of data
centers while reducing power usage.

At our data center in Downers Grove, Illinois, we have significantly

CA S E ST U DY

Improving efficiency at our
Illinois data center
1,100,000 kWh/year

infrastructure, shutting down unnecessary equipment, and
enhancing controls. Our building management system enables
greater efficiency in cooling and reductions in our environmental
impacts. In addition, we installed new energy-efficient
our energy usage by over 1,100,000 kWh per year. We also
incorporated LED-proximity lighting to enhance visibility and
efficiency at our facility. This advanced data center reflects our
dedication to efficient, reliable service for our customers.
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Throughout our locations around the globe,
Ensono pursues different sources of energy and
facility improvements that reflect our commitment
to the environment.

We built our Kings Mountain data center to
LEED® Gold standards when it was constructed
in 2011—we also replaced controls in the
North Carolina location to enable the use of
plate-frame heat exchangers.

Air emissions
Across our data centers, Ensono focuses on
environmental compliance to maintain operations
that align with our standards and adhere to local
requirements. We’ve engaged a third-party
monitoring company to develop and document
permit processes for air emissions at our locations
to support consistency in our approach. We will
continue to identify opportunities to enhance our
management system and comply with permitting
regulations for air emissions.

Water and waste management
At many facilities, we incorporate LED-proximity
lighting to reduce energy consumption. For our
offices, building managers target upgrades that
are specific to each country. In the UK, we have
also implemented a purchase contract to receive
20% of our energy from renewable sources.

8%
decrease in energy consumption
from 2019 to 2020 in our U.S.-managed
data centers.

Ensono’s operational practices also contribute to
reducing energy consumption. If we are unable to
effectively and efficiently upgrade facilities, we
may opt to close inefficient data centers. We have
closed five data centers over the past four years.
Greater efficiency in our operations improves
costs and enables investments in advanced
equipment and technology, while reducing energy
consumption and mitigating climate change.

Responsible management of our natural resources
is important to Ensono’s environmental strategy
because we recognize the value of preserving the
environment and limiting our material consumption.
At our data centers that use water for cooling, we
apply treatment processes, if needed, to maintain
water quality to enable water recycling. This
approach allows us to reuse the water for cooling
an average of six times before discharging.
Ensono prioritizes waste management at
our facilities to mitigate impacts on our local
environment and encourage recycling. At our data
centers, we collaborate with third-party vendors
to manage proper disposal for our hazardous
materials, including batteries and oil. As part
of our comprehensive strategy, we recycle all
electronic waste, which includes breaking down
materials and shredding drives before disposal.
We are also developing a spill prevention, control
and countermeasure plan that will apply to diesel
fuel at our locations and guide our procedures for
processing that particular waste substance.

OUR ESG PRIORITIES:

SOCIAL

At Ensono, our people are the foundation of
everything we do, so we work to inspire our
associates and create an environment for
them to do their best work. We strive to create
an open-minded and inclusive atmosphere,
build relationships with internal and external
communities, and prepare our talent for future
endeavors. Most importantly, we adapt to the
needs of our workforce in an ever-changing
environment. By providing support for our
associates, we drive innovation and create
an environment that motivates, engages, and
empowers them to achieve their goals.

Diversity, equity and inclusion
Ensono aims to build an equitable and inclusive
foundation that supports our diverse workforce
while also reflecting the clients we serve.
Achieving an active and supportive environment
requires a long-term strategy that encourages
and appreciates diversity of thought. We have
developed a two-pronged approach to realize this
goal by fostering an open-minded environment
and directly increasing representation in the
Company. This hybrid method supports our
associates and inspires the new ideas that make
Ensono stand out.
First and foremost, we consistently aim to nurture
an inclusive atmosphere. While Ensono has always
provided avenues to address concerns, we have
recently implemented annual training goals to
provide associates with the tools and resources to
recognize unconscious bias. In 2021, we directed
trainings on unconscious bias in the performance
review process to identify and address issues that
are often overlooked. In 2022, our attention moves
toward interview bias and how to distinguish
inequalities in the hiring process. These tools
equip associates with the skills to become more
cognizant in their work, ultimately creating a more
responsive, mindful, and equitable atmosphere.

Ensono has recently become a signatory of the
Tech Talent Charter, a nonprofit organization
based in the UK that uses measurable resources
to drive diversity and inclusion in the tech sector.
This organization provides a variety of resources
and case studies to increase our diversity
awareness. This toolkit includes information on
hiring diverse talent, supporting associates who
take extended leave, developing and retaining
talent, and retraining in tech programs. In addition,
we continue to analyze and address the gaps
outlined in our 2020 Gender Pay Gap Report.
Building a more inclusive environment requires
not only creating an equitable foundation, but
also increasing diverse representation in our
company. We achieve this goal by setting diversity
targets that are regionally tailored to reflect
the communities in which we operate. These
targets incorporate a concentration on diversity
of backgrounds to inspire ideas from a variety of
different experiences. We are proud to note we
are ahead of our timeline to achieve our 2025
goals, and as of this year, Ensono has completed
the necessary requirements to become an
affirmative action employer.

C U R R EN T LY

22% female associates in our
global workforce.

20% female associates in our
India workforce.
17% female directors on the board.
2025 TA R G E TS

25% female associates in our
global workforce.
26% female associates in our
India workforce.
20% Black or Hispanic/Latino

associates in our U.S. workforce.
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We acknowledge that communities commonly
underrepresented in the tech industry do not
always have equal opportunities, so Ensono has
created multiple programs to address these
inequalities before the hiring process begins.
In the U.S., we created Ensono Junior Academy,
a two-year, paid internship program for innercity youth, highlighted in the case study below.
We’ve also developed programs designed to
create new entry points into the industry, including

Ensono Cloud Academy. This program is open to
anyone—there is no requirement for a four-year
degree or prior technology experience. Over 24
months, members move through three phases,
including Cloud Foundation Training, Cloud Role
and Technical Training, and Field Training, gaining
valuable professional experience outside of the
traditional path. We’ve seen tremendous success
with Ensono Cloud Academy and have already
taken steps to expand the program globally to
further promote a skilled and diverse workforce.

CA S E S T U DY

Supporting inner-city students
We are proud to offer Ensono Junior Academy, a two-year, paid
internship program, to select juniors and seniors attending Chicago

Ensono Junior
Academy

of students receive free lunch at school. Through our program,
students receive technical training, professional skills development
and one-on-one mentorship to help develop well-rounded
capabilities for technology careers. Program graduates can also
choose to become full-time mainframe associates at Ensono.

In the UK, the Your Future Your Ambition event
attracts new and diverse talent into STEAM
(science, technology, engineering, arts and math
careers), and we are in the process of planning a
part of this program.
We also partner with Future Frontiers, an education
charity that offers support to young students from
disadvantaged backgrounds in London in schooling
and when pursuing further training after age 16.
Our associates volunteer here, providing direct
coaching for children of all ages to plan their higher
education and career route.

Ensono Women
Connected

And finally, in both the UK and India, we have
launched the Ensono Women Connected mentoring
program, an initiative that establishes mentoring
sessions so women in our workforce receive the
support they need to be successful in their careers.
We plan to expand this mentorship program to the
U.S. in 2022.
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Associate development
At Ensono, learning and development opportunities
are integral to maintaining the accomplished team
that defines our success in the technology industry.
Our approach balances transparent career paths
with regionally-specific programs to provide
associates with the individualized support they need
while setting comprehensive goals. This year-round
guidance instills associates with key capabilities
that push their career, and Ensono, forward.

100%
of associates receive in-depth training as
well as regular performance and career
development reviews.

While our performance review process occurs twice
a year, feedback is always available to associates
through regular one-on-one conversations with
managers and anonymized evaluations from peers.
This consistent communication creates a supportive,
progressive culture that drives our associates
toward leadership.

CA S E ST U DY

Building technical career
skills for students from a
variety of backgrounds

Ensono is excited to announce the launch of
our first global cohort in our Ignite Management
Development Program. This initiative promotes
leadership skills in new managers and further
develops the capabilities of existing ones. With
a special focus on quality, productivity, and
discipline, managers work to build a foundation of
accountability. Participants of this program focus
on skills such as prioritization, conflict resolution,
and creative problem-solving, which help
them take charge of their personal growth and
ultimately encourage development for others.
We consistently strive to ignite a passion for
technology services early in our associates’
careers. Ensono’s Mainframe Academy introduces
college-aged students to the diverse array
of mainframe disciplines while developing
professional skills. It begins with a ten-week
summer internship and provides specific
coursework to build proficiency. Afterwards, a
post-internship extension, or a full-time job offer
for students with demonstrated aptitude, builds
on the previous coursework. Students focus on
an assigned discipline and shadow others to gain
an interactive understanding of mainframe work.
After a transition phase that further integrates
students into their discipline, graduates officially
become a junior team member. This program
prepares students for opportunities ahead while
supporting Ensono’s progress as a long-term
employer. We also offer a mid-career Mainframe
Academy, where we hire full-time associates and
provide an accelerated learning path.

Ensono’s India-based Ready to Deploy program highlights the
intersection of career development and inclusivity. With the help
of a third-party vendor, we provide training for recent college
graduates who have a passion for technology but lack the current
technical or professional skills to enter the industry. Candidates
complete a pre-assessment and interview, then they are assigned
to a manager who provides individualized support throughout
the program. Once the program is completed, final assessments
confirm that the students have gained the necessary aptitudes,
and Ensono even offers full-time job opportunities. Through
this initiative, we encourage students from a variety of different
backgrounds to pursue a career in technology services.
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Ensuring our talent is consistently
recognized and appreciated

CA S E ST U DY

Our workforce demonstrates determination and passion on a daily basis,
so we’ve created two unique ways to publicly acknowledge our associates
for their dedication and encourage ongoing positive teamwork. Ensono
Shout Outs is a recognition program that allows a manager to send a virtual,
company-wide “shout out” to associates who have demonstrated notable
hard work, drive and ingenuity. Ensono Innovators is a similar program that
allows associates at our town-hall meetings to nominate coworkers who
have made a significant impact. At the end of the year, associates who
have received this award are eligible for the Annual Recognition Award that
rewards outstanding performance. The winner receives an extended,
seven-day trip for two to our President’s Club.

Ensono aims to promote positive relationships with
our associates by supporting them throughout
multiple stages of their careers. Throughout their
tenure, associates have access to a variety of
trainings that establish core competencies and
provide opportunities for upskilling for every
role. We also offer two different outplacement
programs to assist associates through any
transition period. Programs provide one-on-one
assistance in creating a strategic action plan,
including resume/CV development, interview
preparation, and salary negotiation. Programs help
associates to gain access to hidden opportunities
outside of traditional job boards, as well as Big
Data tools with insights on target companies.
We provide associates with the resources and
encouragement to discover their next opportunity,
whether within or outside of Ensono.

Associate engagement
By fostering feelings of trust, open communication,
and appreciation, Ensono strives to cultivate a
community that enables associates to thrive.
We combine a top-down and bottom-up approach
to encourage associate engagement, which
includes board-level oversight with input from
our associates. This approach allows Ensono to
provide supportive resources and to adjust to
any feedback. With this hybrid method, we build
a captivating environment where our associates
genuinely enjoy working.

Our global Gallup Q12 survey remains the key
avenue through which Ensono receives associate
feedback. We send this survey to all associates to
solicit areas for improvement in our internal and
external programs. This year, 77% of our workforce
responded to the survey, and we have incorporated
the input into our future engagement strategy. As a
result of associate input, over the next year we will
set expectations with specific focus areas, expand
tools for recognition, and further improve career
development paths. Ensono hears our associates,
and works to integrate their feedback at every
level of our organization.
Associate engagement requires a focus both in
and out of the office, so Ensono provides a variety
of benefits for comprehensive support. We have
implemented globally consistent parental leave,
offering both paid maternity and paternity leave,
and we match a certain amount of contributions
for retirement benefits worldwide. Globally, all of
our associates also receive one full day of paid
time off to volunteer.
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Health and safety
We want to make it easier for our associates to live
a healthy lifestyle—both mentally and physically.
That is why we offer access to a Global Associate
Assistance Program, a professional service that
provides guidance with personal and/or familial
concerns. We have also invested in the Virgin Pulse
wellness program that encourages associates
to meet their wellness goals and actively make
health-conscious decisions. Participants earn
points by tracking their healthy habits, setting
wellness goals, or joining an Ensono Company
Challenge, and then they can trade in points for
rewards, including gift cards, fitness apparel,
or other merchandise. Associates can also earn
points by using Whil, a digital wellbeing solution
offered through Virgin Pulse. This program
provides daily sessions and science-based
courses to learn about stress management,
mindfulness and meditation, emotional intelligence
skills, and sleep training for insomnia.

Global Associate
Assistance Program
Virgin Pulse / Whil
Ensono Company
Challenges

In addition, safety is a key priority for Ensono, and
we continue to expand the policies we have in place
to protect our associates. Our safety management
consists of a combination of preventative measures,
including comprehensive trainings and adequate
personal protective equipment.
We require all of our associates in data centers
to complete online trainings to prevent common
accidents. To instill awareness and respect for
data center capabilities, we review potential
hazards with our associates. In addition to these
preventative measures, we provide ample personal
protective equipment at our data centers, including
fundamental hand, face, and limb protection as
well as arc flash suits, a full-body uniform of thick
material to safeguard against the dangers of
electrical maintenance.
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OUR ESG PRIORITIES:

GOVERNANCE

Ensono exists to protect and manage critical
systems for our clients. As a trusted MSP, the
safety of these systems and data assets remains
one of our top priorities, and our approach to
governance enables effective management of
these critical systems.

Corporate governance and ethics
To preserve the trust of our clients, Ensono
integrates responsibility at every level of the
organization, starting with our board of directors.
With the oversight of the board, we conduct
regular audits of our business internally and by
independent third parties, maintain industryrecognized certifications, and monitor controls
throughout our operations to enhance the security
and efficiency of our business. We value diversity
of thought, background, and experience on our
board, so the composition of the board includes
independent directors with varied industry
experiences, a female director, and an ongoing
commitment to prioritize diversity as the board
may be expanded.

Ensono’s Code of Conduct and Ethics, which
is annually reviewed with the board, describes
our commitment to promote honest and ethical
conduct, comply with applicable laws and
regulations, protect our assets, and maintain
transparency and accountability. We provide
and require annual compliance trainings for
all associates. We also encourage associates
to hold each other accountable and require
that associates report any ethical concerns
or suspected violations, either directly to
management or anonymously through a thirdparty tool. We maintain a whistleblower policy that
demonstrates our commitment to protect anyone
who makes a claim based on reasonable belief
of a violation. All claims are investigated with any
decisions or actions properly communicated and
an opportunity to appeal up through our chief
legal officer or audit committee chairman.

Our board of directors has three committees and
annually reviews the charters of each committee
to maintain proper focus and oversight. These
committees meet at least quarterly and include
the following:
Audit committee: Oversees our financial
statements, audits, controls, reporting process,
enterprise risk management and cybersecurity,
and our policies for ethics and reporting concerns.
Compensation committee: Maintains oversight
of compensation and benefits programs,
including executive compensation, incentive,
and equity plans.
Technology committee: Maintains oversight
of the company’s technology strategy and
recommends investments to enable and
accelerate growth while managing risk.

In addition to our governance and ethical
programs, we maintain a Comprehensive Risk
Management Program designed to avoid, manage,
and mitigate any disruptions to our services
and systems, including from extreme weather,
terrorism, fraud, network or equipment failures,
security breaches, or supply chain interruptions.
To mitigate these risks, we maintain an enterprisewide business continuity management program
that designates responsibilities and outlines
actions to prepare for emergencies, address
operational disruptions, and restore critical
operations for the business.
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Data security
To maintain the integrity of our systems, Ensono’s
Information Security Team oversees security
operations, information risk management,
mainframe security, and identity management on a
global, enterprise-wide basis. Our audit committee
and executive team receive regular briefings on
cybersecurity from our Information Security Team,
which partners across the company to address
risks and track threats. All associates complete
annual training on data security and compliance
programs, and teams with higher risk receive
additional training. To mitigate supply-chain risk,
we thoroughly assess vendors and suppliers
to identify potential security gaps. We leverage
our resources, perform audits, and invest in risk
reduction to proactively mitigate gaps.
Ransomware attacks represent a major concern
for MSPs, so we focus on thoroughly preparing
for and responding to this risk as well. In addition
to monitoring threats, we regularly perform
tabletop exercises, initiate awareness campaigns
to train our associates to identify ransomware,
engage third parties to support our initiatives,
and regularly conduct penetration tests on our
network. We continuously review and update our
incident plans and response procedures to reduce
any vulnerabilities against ransomware.

Ensono’s policies on global information security,
security incidence response, vulnerability
management, and global compliance guide our
practices and align with industry standards.
We maintain a comprehensive global framework
for security programs based on National Institute

governs controls in the business. We comply with
SOC 1 and 2, and we align with various information
security and risk management standards, including
27001, ISO 13001, Payment Card Industry Data
standards. Our platforms target security incident
management, end point protection, vulnerability
management, and threat detection.

Data Privacy
Our Global Data Protection and Privacy Policy
describes our commitment to comply with
regulations and responsibly manage and process
personal data. We have implemented internal
standards and controls that protect the rights
of data subjects and maintain the security of
personal data. In accordance with our policy,
we provide annual training on privacy and data
protection for all associates and third parties that
process data for Ensono. We also incorporate
controls in our agreements with third parties to
uphold data privacy.

CA S E S T U DY

Offering secure, innovative solutions

Ensono Envision®

Our Ensono Envision® platform represents our dedication to
secure communication and digital innovation. We provide a
client experience that enables IT insights and drives application
decisions to optimize hybrid environments and create meaningful
change. Ensono Envision® can improve performance and offer
innovative solutions to effectively manage the complexity of
digitization. We developed this platform in alignment with our
policies for security and application management.
Learn more at ensono.com/company/ensono-envision.
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Looking Forward
At Ensono, we are an ally for better business—keeping today’s critical applications running and
reimagining tomorrow’s competitive advantage. We aim to be a completely objective ally to our clients,
setting them up to succeed and delivering on business outcomes that matter most to them.
As we continue to grow and provide services to the marketplace, we will commit to advancing our own
business with ESG topics remaining a priority. We intend to evaluate further opportunities to track,
disclose, and mitigate our sustainability impacts, set goals that will advance us toward becoming a
net-zero company, and continue to operate responsibly as a global citizen.
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